
WAVE  
47% ABV

$12

Salt fills the air and the sound of the waves take over.  
In New Zealand, no one is ever far from water. Notes of the sea  
from sugar kelp, floral tones and citrus pull this gin together  
as memory of the ocean we love.

MOUNTAIN  
42% ABV

$12

Bold, botanical forward gin packed with flavour. Strong hits of 
juniper and citrus, it rounds out with rosemary and a lingering 
lavender finish. Made bold to cut through tonics.  
Take this gin out into the wild or on any adventure you choose.

SWEET  
Raspberry  
 40% ABV

$13

Our house pink gin is somewhere between a green and red grape,  
but sweeter. A punch of sweet-tartness and the popping juiciness  
of those rich little red berries. 

Recommended with >  
East Imperial Tonic Water or East Imperial Soda Water

WILD 
Smoked Rosemary 

42% ABV
$13

A combination of cooking and camping. Distilling rosemary turns  
its herby punch into a savoury sweetness. Some things are better  
on fire and this is no exception. We light that little rosemary up  
and capture the smoke all into one delicious gin. 

Recommended with  >  
East Imperial Yuzu Tonic or Karma Cola Gingerella Ale

NAVY
Grapefruit 
50% ABV

$13

Naturally tart with a punch of classic juniper. At Navy strength,  
the flavour is gently tart, giving way to a natural sweetness and  
a hit of powerful gin.

Recommended with  >   
East Imperial Royal Botanic Tonic or East Imperial Tonic Water

TASTING TRAY
$18

3 Southward gins, ice and East Imperial Tonic/Soda

We’re a small batch distillery, which means each of our spirits is  
lovingly made by hand, and every batch is unique.  

Being small means we can be nimble – so we’re always up for trying new things.

For more info and to order online, visit www.southwarddistilling.com


